Queen’s Drive Primary School
Year 3 Curriculum Letter Summer First Half Term
We hope that you all had a relaxing break.
Welcome to our fifth topic letter. This half term we will be covering a wide range
of topics in the lessons stated below. If there are any queries or worries please
come and speak to us after or before school and we will be happy to help.
English
We will be starting off our English this term with Poetry. We will be using the poet Roger
McGough and his poem – The Sound Collector. We will write a new version of the poem of
sounds collected from different stimuli.
Then we will move on to explanation texts. We will identify the features in the text, pick
out key information and discuss the different layouts. The children will be given different
themes to discuss, collect information for, write their explanation text using the correct
features and then present their findings. For our final topic this term, we will be reading
and looking at fables. The moral of the story will be key in understanding the story and
being able to create their own story using a moral.
Spellings
This half term they will be provided on a separate sheet as usual. The spelling focus will be
tackled in English sessions during each week. The spellings are taken from the Year 3 list on
Purple Mash. There are online activities to support the weekly spellings.
You can help by practising their spellings and by checking their homework. You could also
help your children develop their speed and neatness by practising cursive handwriting with
them on a regular basis.
Reading
Please continue to hear your child read regularly at home. Don’t forget to record what your
child has read from their reading scheme book in their reading diary and
comments about your child’s reading are very welcome. We will try to
hear your child read each week, which may be as part of a small group
or individually. Please ensure book bags and reading books are
brought to school every day.
Maths
In maths we will be concentrating on multiplication and division strategies. We will be
working on multiplication using the multiplication facts and formal
methods to solve different problems. There will be an emphasis on
fact families and recognising the relationship between numbers. Much
of our calculation work will be linked to measures to ensure children
learn in real life context. We will also continue to practise problemsolving using money, measure and time. We will include questions at
the beginning of each lesson as revision of the previous topics.
You can help by testing them on 2, 3 and 4 digit addition and subtraction sums and re calling
2,3,4,5,6,8 and 10 times table’s questions. In particular please practise the quick ‘recall’ of
times tables. The children have to work quickly to improve their scores so please practise
‘against the clock’! We will endeavour to make time in our busy schedule to test the children
on their tables!
Science
This half term we will be focusing on Forces, particularly Magnets and
Springs. We will use investigation skills such as predicting, comparing,
collecting results and drawing conclusions. Any research children wish to
complete on this subject will be shared in class.

Computing
During this half term children will link their computing skills with numeracy work to
complete our unit on computing and coding. We will also be completing different research
linking to English and on our topic Cumbria/outdoor survival using our established
computing skills.

Topic/Theme
Our topic this term will involve researching and learning about
Cumbria. This will be linked with Geography through map skills.
We will compare the land between Cumbria and Preston. We
also want to link in survival skills. We will be looking at the
outdoors and completing activities using maps outside during
our sessions.
Music
In music the children will be learning songs that are linked to our topic and focusing on
rhythm and pace. We will also be practising singing song for our summer production.
RE
Our RE focus this half term is the religion of Hinduism. We will be looking at the daily Duties
and the three debts and continue to learn about respecting others.
PSCHE
Our PSCHE key theme this term is ‘Me and my relationships’. We will be developing and
encouraging effective relationships with friends through games and group work. We will
also look at our bodies and how we keep them healthy. During PE, we will look at how to be
a ‘good sport’ and encourage positive behaviour when playing games and sport.
PE
This half term we will be taking part in tennis. We have a professional coach to come in and
take the class to learn skills using the ball and the racket. We will continue to
work on ball skills. Throwing and catching and using these skills in a game.
You can help by ensuring that all the children’s kit is labelled clearly with
their name and class number and remains in school at all times. Children can
wear an outdoor jacket or hoody. Trainers are allowed for outdoor PE.

Thank you for taking your time to read this letter. If you have any queries, please do not
hesitate to contact us.
Miss Till, Miss Critchley, Mrs Snape and Mrs Deluce.

